Abstract -Italy is the first country to have experimented with both accruals and retrospective capital gains taxation along the lines suggested by Vickrey (1939) and Meade (1978) 
INTRODUCTION
C apital gains taxation on a realization basis is known to give rise to a number of distortions in behavior. "Lockin effects," the absence of constructive realization at death and arbitrage opportunities that exploit inconsistencies in tax codes can result in a significant erosion of the tax base. Tax authorities have responded to the potential loss of tax revenue by adopting an increasingly complex array of tax provisions aimed at limiting loss offsets and closing many potential loopholes, albeit in an "ad hoc" fashion.
Economists have proposed two types of solution to overcome these problems. The first is to move from a tax system based on realization (cash basis) towards one based on accruals (Shakow, 1986) . The second is to introduce retrospective taxation of capital gains along the lines suggested alternatively by Vickrey (1939) , Meade (1978) , Auerbach (1991) , Bradford (1995) , and Auerbach and Bradford (2001) .
To our knowledge, Italy is the first country to have experimented with both types of proposals. The purpose of this paper is to describe the Italian experience, highlighting its peculiar features and the lessons that can be learned by other countries wishing to pursue these approaches. The recent Italian experience illustrates various mechanisms for implement-"What's Come to Perfection Perishes*": Adjusting Capital Gains Taxation in Italy ing such systems as well as the administrative and political difficulties encountered by the "mark to market" (accruals) and the "retrospective" capital gains tax approaches. It also highlights the crucial role that financial intermediaries can play in lowering compliance costs under a proportional tax system and the effects on tax revenues.
The next section of this paper summarizes briefly the well-known effects of capital gains taxation on a realization basis and the various adjustments that have been proposed to mitigate the distortions arising therefrom. The third section describes the framework of capital income taxation in Italy. It examines the major features of the Italian tax system prior to 1997-98, focusing on the numerous deficiencies that led to its reform. We then provide a critical assessment of the very innovative changes introduced by the 1998 tax reform. In particular, this reform introduced an accruals based regime in a number of situations. Where this was not feasible, various types of retrospective capital gains taxation were introduced with the purpose of "equalizing" realizations based taxes with those resulting from a system based on accruals.
The fourth section examines some of the effects of the new regimes. The revenue impact is probably the most striking aspect of the introduction of the new regime. Unfortunately it is difficult to assess other effects owing to the large number of confounding developments that occurred at the time of the reform. However, it is possible to calculate the potential impact of the Italian tax system on hypothetical expost returns and compare these returns with those of the theoretical benchmarks to assess potential distortions to simple portfolios. We also examine possible effects of retrospective capital gains on realization behavior using an event study methodology. The major conclusion of this section is that the Italian system of retrospective capital gains taxation has created some distortions, but these do not appear to be very significant.
The regimes introduced by the 1997-98 reform met with increasing opposition from various quarters. Indeed, the new government that was elected in mid-2001 abolished retrospective capital gains taxation and also appears intentioned to abolish the accruals regime. The fifth section examines the criticisms of both the accruals and retrospective capital gains tax regime that lie behind these changes and provides an assessment of the extent to which the Italian regime approximates a truly comprehensive income tax. The final section provides some concluding comments.
THE THEORY OF CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION
It is well known that realization based taxation provides taxpayers with the opportunity to reduce substantially their effective tax burden by deferring the recognition of capital gains ("lock in effects"). The overall tax burden can be further reduced (down to nil) if capital losses can be fully offset against other types of income (Constantinides, 1983; Stiglitz, 1985) . The traditional response to these problems has been to limit loss offsets and impose restrictions on "abuses." All of these remedies have ultimately been unsatisfactory and resulted in very complicated provisions in the tax code.
Two different strategies have been proposed to eliminate the incentives to realize gains and losses selectively. The first is to move towards a system based on accruals (Shakow, 1986) . Economists have typically shown great scepticism on the viability of this approach for a variety of reasons: (a) it increases compliance costs; (b) "marking to market" is difficult for non-traded assets; (c) unrealized gains may pose problems forcing liquidation at the time of tax payment (Alworth, 1998) .
For these reasons, attention has been focused on a second solution based on retrospective capital gains taxation. With full information regarding the path of asset prices and holdings, it is possible to adjust taxes paid on realization to those that would have accrued if portfolios had been marked to market. The adjustment is determined by calculating "ex post" accrued gains in each tax year between purchase and realization, and capitalizing the implicit or "virtual" tax payment (or tax credit) for each year using the net-of-tax period-by-period internal rate of return. After paying the adjusted tax at realization, terminal wealth from investing in a particular asset would be equivalent to terminal wealth under accrual taxation. We will refer to this procedure for calculating taxation upon realization as the "full equivalence" method.
However, as first argued by Vickrey (1939) , the incentive to defer gains and realize losses can be eliminated even in the absence of ex-post equivalence between taxation upon accrual and realization. If "virtual" tax payments are capitalized at the risk-free net-of-tax interest rate and charged at realization, investors would be ex-ante indifferent between accrual and realization based taxes because certainty-equivalent after-tax returns would be equated.
If the actual path of an asset's value is unknown and taxes are levied upon realization it is not possible to replicate the ex-post terminal wealth that would result under accrual taxation. In this case, the Meade report (Meade, 1978) proposed to approximate accrual taxation by assuming that assets appreciate at the implicit rate of return over the holding period. Accrual taxation would be approximated by capitalizing these annual "virtual" tax payments by using the net-of-tax interest rate.
Unfortunately, the Meade method does not eliminate "lock-in effects." Taxpayers may find it profitable to anticipate or postpone the recognition of gains and losses depending on the actual time path of asset prices. In fact, as shown by Auerbach (1991) , there exists only one tax system that does not affect the timing of realizations and that can be implemented with no information regarding the path of asset prices. As in the Meade proposal, assets are assumed to appreciate steadily through time at a given rate, and "virtual" taxes are calculated for each tax period and capitalized at the net-of-tax risk free interest rate. In contrast to the Meade method, it is assumed that income accrues in each period at the risk free interest rate. Furthermore, the interest is calculated starting from a "virtual" initial asset value computed by discounting the terminal value of the asset at the risk free interest rate.
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Despite the equivalence between accrual taxation and the Auerbach retrospective tax formulation from an ex-ante perspective, there is a widespread belief that the two are not equivalent from an ex-post basis. Auerbach in his original contribution acknowledged this difference and recognized that from an ex-post perspective his method works much like a wealth tax, as it charges a higher burden on below-normal returns and a lower burden on above-normal returns. Subsequently Kaplow (1994) challenged this view by showing that a tax on riskless returns is equivalent to an ex-ante wealth tax which in turn is equivalent to a tax on investment returns. For any return that might be realized on the risky assets, the three tax regimes are equivalent if investors can achieve the same after-tax wealth by ad-justing their portfolios 2 so as to sterilize the impact of changes in tax systems on the overall ex-post return.
THE ITALIAN TAX REFORM Capital Income Taxation Prior to Reform
The current structure of taxation in Italy dates back to reforms of 1973, which introduced a personal and progressive income tax as well as a corporation tax. These reforms also established new definitions of the tax base and revised tax assessment procedures for different sources of income.
3 As regards capital income, a distinction was made between "capital income," ("redditi de capitale"), which comprised a detailed specific list of proceeds on financial investments (such as dividends and interest), and "other income" ("redditi diversi"), a catchall category inclusive of capital gains on a limited set of assets.
Although the original proposals envisaged that all sources of personal income would be taxed comprehensively at progressive rates, to all intents and purposes "capital income" became subject to a special "substitute" regime of withholding taxes. The withholding taxes operated as a final tax for individuals but could be credited against corporation tax. As regards "other income," capital gains, most notably on shareholdings, were excluded from taxation. The system guaranteed tax anonymity for bearer instruments but not for shares and most other registered securities.
Owing to the limited development of domestic financial markets (a relatively narrow equity market, the absence of derivatives, etc.) and the presence of rigid capital controls, there was arguably little need for a separate capital gains tax. Moreover, since there was a substitute withholding tax regime, there were no significant deductions for interest payments. The only tax deduction against personal income, for interest on mortgages, was and remains very limited. As a result, in contrast to the Anglo Saxon and Nordic countries, there was no incentive for individuals to engage in zero cost arbitrages by borrowing and transferring high taxed income into low taxed capital gains. Table  1 shows the complex array of tax rates and valuation procedures for individual instruments and issuers under the "substitute" tax regimes.
The peculiar features of this "dual income tax" regime can be attributed to numerous factors. From the standpoint of this paper it is important to note two. First, there was a widespread perception that tax anonymity-and hence withholding of taxes at source-was important to ensure compliance and that compliance costs for the taxpayer should be minimal (a point to which we shall return later). This was partly due to the belief that the tax administration was incapable of monitoring and enforcing a personal and progressive tax on capital income.
Second, withholding taxes had a strong appeal in the heavily regulated Italian economy. These taxes could be used to channel credit to particular sectors, as a blunt tool of monetary policy and as a way of distorting competition in financial markets (particularly that coming from foreign financial intermediaries and borrowers). It was also widely believed that keeping taxes on government debt at a low level would help the government to finance its burgeoning deficit.
During the 1980s and early 1990s major changes in the financial system and macroeconomic environment resulted in a very significant shift in the composition of households' portfolios. As can be seen from Table 2 , in 1980 nearly 75 percent of households' assets were invested in bank deposits. By the end of the decade, Italian households had moved heavily into tradable assets (most notably government bonds) and had cut back holdings in bank deposits sharply in relative terms. In the wake of the pronounced decline in interest rates instigated by the move towards European Monetary Union, a further reallocation of portfolio holdings began in the mid-1990s with households shifting their portfolios away from bonds into mutual funds or into separate accounts managed on a discretionary basis by financial intermediaries. By the end of the decade accounts managed on a discretionary basis and mutual funds accounted for 22 percent of Italian households' total portfolios. Furthermore, as elsewhere a wave of financial innovations resulted in the appearance of new financial instruments whose return profiles could not easily be associated with existing definitions of taxable income. These developments were accompanied by numerous major and minor modifications in the tax treatment of financial instruments. After a long debate, a tax on interest on government debt was introduced in 1986 at a rate of 6.25 percent and increased to 12.5 percent in 1987. In the years that followed, the withholding tax regime was extended to a wider range of financial instruments and issuers. Mutual funds, which were first allowed under Italian law in 1983, were subjected to separate taxation, albeit on the same basis as individuals (i.e., at different rates of withholding tax), with the notable exception of dividends for which no tax credit was allowed. The funds were also burdened by a wealth tax with rates that varied according to the type of financial instrument (bonds or shares) in the portfolio. Another important development was the introduction of an "imputation system" as a means of integrating corporate and personal income tax. A separate capital gains tax on shares was introduced in 1990 but rapidly repealed for a large number of transactions. In spite of the many adjustments made over the years, pressure for tax reform accelerated in the early 1990s. The dismantling of capital controls, the increasing sophistication of financial markets following deregulation, and the widening array of tax arbitrage strategies contributed to a widespread perception that the tax system was complex, inefficient, and inequitable. In particular, attention was drawn to a number of undesirable effects of the tax system including: (a) a very wide spectrum of implicit taxes across financial instruments with little economic justification; (b) a sharp reduction in the transparency of the tax system; 
Source: Banca d'Italia
The data exhibit major breaks in series. In 1990, the definition of "shares and other participations" was expanded to included unlisted equity holdings. The other major break in series occurred in 1995 and was due to the introduction of the new SEC national accounting, which adopted end-period market valuations. At that date unincorporated businesses were excluded from the household sector. In addition there are a number of minor breaks in series, such as those regarding life insurance policies and the breakdown for shares listed on stock exchanges.
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As of 1995 free savings deposits have been shifted from "other deposits" to "sight deposits." 2 Mutual funds were first allowed in 1983.
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As of 1995 pension funds have been re-allocated from "other financial assets" to "life assurance."
4 Capital gains resulting from transactions in securities traded on regulated Italian exchanges were excluded from tax, save those relating to qualified holdings. Bonds and mutual funds were also excluded. The tax essentially applied to foreign stocks, domestic options, and structured products that were not deemed to be bonds. Taxpayers could either declare gains and losses in their annual tax return (and be taxed at a rate of 25 percent on the inflation adjusted net gains) or opt for a substitute tax regime. In practice, the substitute regime entailed a flat tax of 1.05 percent (raised to 2.1 percent in 1997) on the sales price of the security.
(c) an incentive for widespread tax avoidance and, in some instances, near fraudulent behavior; (d) potentially serious competitive distortions both among financial intermediaries and instruments, and between domestic and foreign investments and investors; (e) excessive resources being dedicated to tax planning; and (f) horizontal and vertical inequities across taxpayers generated by buoyant equity markets and sizeable capital gains.
The Reform of Capital Income Taxation
The unsatisfactory state of affairs described above lay behind widespread demands for a more consistent tax system and to a number of different reform proposals. The Minister of Finance (Prof. Tremonti 5 ) issued a White Paper in 1994 suggesting several changes to the tax treatment of capital income. Following a change in government those proposals were scrapped. While in opposition, the Finance Minister of the incoming government (Prof. Visco 6 ) had prepared a number of proposals that, to some extent, were similar to those of the White Paper, albeit much more wide-ranging and radical. The new finance minister set up a number of separate committees to investigate the feasibility of his proposals, including the reform of corporation tax along the lines of a regime reminiscent of the ACE (allowance for corporate equity) and a substantial overhaul of the personal taxation of capital income.
As far as the taxation of capital income is concerned the Tax Reform of 1997-98 was characterized by three main features:
(a) a greater uniformity of tax rates; (b) the redefinition of the concept of taxable income; and (c) the introduction of capital gains taxation through three types of tax regimes allowing for the taxation of capital gains.
The reform was debated in several Parliamentary Committees. Although the opposition parties voted against the introduction of taxation based on accruals, most organizations affected by the reforms (such as financial intermediaries) appeared to support the gist of the proposals. 7 The issues raised at the time were of a technical nature and drew attention to the complexities of specific provisions.
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The review of tax rates While the overall spirit of the reform seemed to support a single tax rate on all types of capital income, 9 pressures on government finances limited tax reductions and fears of capital flight placed pressures on raising rates. The final legislation resulted in a compromise with a drastic reduction in the number of rates to only two: 12.50 percent and 27 percent. All forms of capital income, which prior to 1 July 1998 were subject to a tax rate equal to or less than 15 percent, were now taxed at the tax rate of 12.5 percent. All other capital income, which previously had been subject to a tax rate higher than 15 percent (pri-5 A professor of tax law and a very successful tax practitioner. 6 A professor of public finance and a staunch supporter of the Haig-Simons definition of income. 7 Sen. D'Ali,' a member of the opposition on the Tax Committee of the House of Deputies, hinted that the approval by the financial intermediaries of the new regime was due to the fact that they would benefit from the new regime. Individual investors under the "administered" and "tax return" regime (described below) would be penalized. 8 Furthermore, within the ministerial committees mentioned above (for which no minutes of meetings appear to be available), it appears that there was also some disagreement between economists and legal experts regarding the definition of income. 9 In later debates, Prof. Visco suggested that ideally this rate should be 19 percent in order to achieve neutrality between the corporate and personal taxes.
gains and losses resulting from the sale for consideration of "qualified" holdings, and (ii) all other gains (and losses) on capital.
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The tax law also introduced a new type of income assessment termed "operating income" ("risultato di gestione") 11 for assets managed on a discretionary basis by authorized intermediaries and for mutual funds. Broadly speaking "operating income," Y(t), can be viewed as either the change in the "mark to market" value of investors' portfolios or the sum of "capital income" and "other income." In practice it is defined as:
where W(t) is the "mark to market" value of the net assets in portfolio (i.e., wealth) at time t, X(t) is the value of any proceeds received between t and t -1 12 which have already been subject to tax or are tax exempt and S(t) are additions to net assets (net savings flowing into the "operating income" account).
The taxation regimes
Capital gains (net of any capital losses) incurred from the sale of qualified holdings by individuals must be declared under the personal income tax schedule, although they are subject to a special substitute tax rate 27 percent. All other forms of capital income or other income are subject to three possible types of regime:
• the managed portfolio method, which applies to "operating income;" • the tax return regime under which taxpayers opt to declare income in marily bank deposits) were taxed at a rate of 27 percent. As already mentioned, the rate of 27 percent also applied to gains from the sale of qualified holdings. For non-residents, the system and level of taxation had already begun to change in 1996. In combination with the reform of capital income taxation of residents, in the years following the rate levels for nonresidents were revised significantly and, in a number of instances, reduced unilaterally or by virtue of the provisions in double tax treaties. In practice, residents from countries that do not provide preferential tax regimes and with double taxation treaties that allow an "exchange of information" are presently no longer taxed at source on interest income. For other sources of income, double tax treaties entail that the tax rates applicable to non-residents may differ from 12.5 percent and 27 percent.
The redefinition of the types of income
The reform retained the broad distinction between "capital income" and "other income," although the original proposal sought to abolish this differentiation. The components of "capital income" (dividends, interest, etc.) remained unchanged but the definition of "other income" was widened to include capital gains. These gains included the proceeds from sales of equity shares, bonds, currencies and precious metals, as well as the proceeds from derivative contracts (with or without underlying securities) and from other securities and credits. Capital gains from shareholdings and other forms of equity participation were classified as: (i) capital their tax returns according to criteria similar to those provided for "qualified" capital gains;
• the administered portfolio method, whereby an authorized financial intermediary withholds tax at source on an instrument by instrument and transaction by transaction basis.
Under the managed portfolio method taxation is based on accruals. Individuals can opt for this regime only if they entrust the management of their wealth to financial intermediaries on a discretionary basis. A substitute tax rate of 12.5 percent is applied to "operating income" as defined above.
13 Any net losses can be carried forward for four years.
The managed portfolio method is also applied to Italian mutual funds and SICAVS (variable capital companies), in ways that are not very different from those indicated above. For example, in terms of the definition of operating income provided in [1], S(t) can be interpreted as subscriptions less redemptions. Moreover, the shift to the concept of "operating income" as of 1 st July 1998 means that funds are no longer subject to withholding tax and domestic revenues are accrued on a "gross" basis. The major difference between the taxation of mutual funds and that of other "managed accounts" is that for the former a tax accrual (or tax credit) is set aside on a daily basis within a fund. In other words purchases and sales of funds are net of any taxes that have accrued over the period. Individual accounts managed on a discretionary basis are taxed once a year (as well as at the time of the closing of an account). It should also be noted that authorized intermediaries, including asset management companies, can offset tax credits and debits across accounts and funds.
Under the tax return regime and the administered portfolio method, taxes are applied on a realization basis (mostly through withholding taxes at source) subject to a "tax equalization" factor described below. Capital gains are computed net of any losses by the taxpayer (under the "tax return" method) or by the authorized intermediary (under the "administered portfolio method"). However, capital income and "other income" are treated separately in the sense that losses arising from "other income" (i.e., capital losses) cannot be used to offset capital income (dividends, interest, etc.). Net losses from "other income" arising in different accounts can be offset against one another if the net gains and losses are declared by taxpayers in their annual tax returns. Realized losses in an individual account can be carried forward for four years. Finally it should be noted that the administered portfolio method and managed portfolio method guarantee full tax anonymity.
The "Equalizer"
In order to place taxation on realizations on par with accruals, the reform provided for an adjustment to the realization tax basis under the tax return and the administered portfolio regimes. This adjustment 13 For non-residents the administered portfolio method is the norm, if there is a custody, management or deposit relationship with an Italian intermediary. However, non-residents may opt out of the administered portfolio method (and thus fall within the tax return regime) by giving notice to the Italian intermediary. The aforesaid waiver is granted also to non-resident intermediaries relative to custody, administration, and deposit relationships registered in their name, and within which third party financial assets are held (so-called "omnibus" accounts). In this case non-resident intermediaries must appoint a tax representative in Italy that will notify the tax authorities of the data relative to the individual transactions carried out by its clients in the previous year. The managed portfolio method appears to prejudice non-residents. In fact no tax treaty contemplates the "operating income" as a taxable event, and therefore provides for exemption from or reduced taxation. Unilateral relief also does not appear to be applicable. Thus, a non-resident should be obliged to pay the substitute tax of 12.5 percent provided for fund management. In order to avoid this problem a unilateral tax credit is provided for the underlying taxes paid by the fund. The complexities of the regime, however, have discouraged non-residents from investing in Italian funds. Vickrey (1939) and Meade (1978) . Because of its complexity the "equalizer" was the subject of much debate before its introduction and its implementation required creating a sophisticated database to permit the precise computation of accrued capital gains at the end of each tax year. As a result, its introduction was delayed until January 2001. However, it took effect retroactively on gains accruing from July 1, 1998. 14 Three separate types of regime were ultimately put in place covering (a) securities traded on regulated exchanges; (b) securities not traded on regulated exchanges; and (c) foreign mutual funds regulated under the European Directive.
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Securities traded on regulated exchanges
Where the prices of traded securities are known (full information), it is possible to determine the value of the tax that would have matured in each year in which the security was held. The realization-based adjustment under these circumstances (known as the "analytical method") is reminiscent of the system proposed by Vickrey (1939) . This system envisages calculating "ex post" accrued gains in each tax year between purchase and realization, and capitalizing the "virtual" tax payment (or tax credit) for each year. The "virtual" tax payment on a single security j at time t is then given by:
where τ (t -1) is the tax rate on gains between the end of year t and the end of period t -1, p j (t) is the price of security i at time t, 16 n j is the number of securities held at time t -1. Henceforth for simplicity it will be assumed that τ (t -1) = τ and n j = 1. If the value in [2] is positive, it is capitalized at an official interest rate i(t) for time t (based on the return to government bonds at time t). If the security is held until time T, the capitalization factor for the gain accruing between t and t -1 is the product of the capitalization factors between t and T, K(t,T), defined as:
If [2] is negative it is carried forward without being capitalized and the accumulated value of such losses L j (t) is given by:
Accordingly "virtual" taxes at time t are given by:
and upon realization the total taxes payable on security i are given by:
The overall tax liability for securities taxed under the analytical method is given by:
The actual tax law includes some additional complications. In particular, the precise formulae take into account the timing differences between the payment of the "equalizer" and the realization of the 14 Unpublished documents, that have been made available to the authors, highlight that the precise formulas adopted were the object of long discussions between financial intermediaries and the Ministry of Finance. 15 Two important exclusions from the "equalizer" regime where gains from "qualified" shareholdings and from investments in foreign non-harmonized mutual funds (i.e., not covered by the European Directive on collective investments-UCITs). 16 The price is net of any dividends paid during the period that have already been taxed. capital gain or loss.
17 Prices for the traded securities that serve as a basis for the calculation of the "equalizer" are provided from a database established by the UIC (Ufficio Italiano Cambi, the former Foreign Exchange Office).
Securities not traded on regulated exchanges
When full information regarding the path of the prices of securities over time does not exist the Vickrey or "analytical" method cannot be applied. One proposal to deal with this circumstance was suggested by Meade (1978) ; the Italian authorities implemented a variant.
18 This socalled "simplified" method consists of determining the average annual price increase over the holding period, and in the case of a capital gain capitalizing this amount at the reference interest rate so that:
If there is a capital loss, no capitalization factor is applied and the tax credit is given by:
Accordingly the overall liability for securities taxed under the "simplified" method is equal to:
Foreign mutual funds regulated under the European Directive (UCITS)
In the case of foreign mutual funds the system is similar to that adopted for the "analytical" method. Accordingly the loss and tax liability in each period are given by:
However there are two important distinctions. First, gains are not capitalized at the reference ("riskless") interest rate. In order to approximate the effects of the mark-to-market regime for domestic mutual funds, accrued gains are capitalized at the internal rate of return of the fund itself in each period between the accrual of the "virtual" tax and the time of realization. As a result the tax on foreign mutual fund j is given by:
Second, it is not possible to offset funds for which there are positive tax payments against funds in a credit position (except within an "umbrella" fund structure). This is because net positive gains over the holding period for an individual fund are considered "capital income," whereas a fund for which an aggregate loss has been realized is treated as "other income." No offset is possible between "capital income" and "other income" outside of a "managed account."
ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF ACCRUAL TAXATION AND THE "EQUALIZER"
In this section we attempt to assess the impact of the new capital gains tax regime on tax revenues and economic behavior. Any empirical investigation of the effects of the reform on prices and portfolio com-
The precise calculation methods were described in a technical appendix to the tax law. 18 As in the case of the "analytical method" losses are carried forward without being capitalized. Another difference between the Meade and the Italian simplified method is that under the former method the growth of asset prices is assumed to occur exponentially. position is a complicated task. The evidence is limited because the equalizer was abolished soon after its introduction and the evaluation of its impact may be affected by several confounding factors. For example, during the electoral campaign the winning coalition repeatedly advocated removing the equalizer. With these limitations in mind, we focus our attention on two questions concerning the behavioral effects of the reform:
(a) whether the various regimes may have significantly distorted portfolio decisions relative to a no tax or a perfect accruals regime; and (b) whether the retroactive application of the "equalizer" resulted in abnormal trading before its introduction.
Tax Revenues
The new capital gains regime had an impressive performance in terms of revenue in the first three years of implementation due to the exceptional upsurge of equity markets in 1998 through early 2000. Table 4 provides tax revenue data from withholding taxes on capital income, capital gains taxes under the tax return and administered portfolio regimes, and taxes on the "operating income" of mutual funds and individual managed accounts.
The yield of the capital gains tax levied under the tax return and the administered portfolio regimes almost doubled between 1999 and 2000, reaching, 3,000 million. Revenue from the tax on the "operating income" of mutual funds and individual managed accounts displayed an even more exceptional expansion, from 1,525 million in 1999 to 7,868 million in 2000. The bulk of the tax was paid by mutual funds. The low tax yield on individual managed accounts is mainly due to the structure of holdings. More than half of the accounts' total assets are invested in mutual funds; in order to avoid double taxation, no additional tax is due on this portion of managed accounts.
The rise in revenue from capital gains and operating income taxation was offset by the sharp reduction in withholding taxes on capital income from 9,806 million in 1999 to 6,241 million in 2000. This shortfall is attributable to two developments. First, interest rates on deposits and Treasury bonds steadily fell during the period. Second, an increasing share of bonds and stocks were held in managed accounts or by mutual funds, which are not subject to the withholding tax (interest and dividends are taxed as part of the "operating income").
It is interesting to note that the flipside of the massive revenues in 1999 and 2000 has been the equally sizeable volume of 19 A further 3.4 billion tax credits were estimated for other "managed accounts" and "administered accounts."
The Distortions Introduced by the Equalizer
As previously mentioned, the adjustments made under the three different regimes (securities traded on regulated exchanges, securities not traded on regulated exchanges and foreign mutual funds) are variants of the Vickrey, Meade, and full equivalence methods, respectively. There are three main differences between the "equalizers" and their theoretical counterparts.
First, the adjustment of the income from foreign mutual funds uses a gross-of-tax return to capitalize virtual tax payments instead of the net-of-tax rate employed in the theoretical model of full equivalence. This increases the effective tax burden above the level that would arise under accrual taxation and provides an incentive to anticipate realizations.
Second, for securities not traded on regulated exchanges, the adjustment follows the Meade method but the virtual annual price increase over the holding period is set equal to the arithmetic mean instead of the geometric mean used in the original Meade proposal.
Finally, capital losses are not capitalized under any of the regimes. As a result of this asymmetric treatment of gains and losses, the Vickrey and full equivalence methods no longer neutralize the lock-in effect. In addition assets with higher volatility will be subject to higher expected tax payments. Given the asymmetry of the tax schedule it is not possible to derive an analytical solution for the effective tax burden on risky investments under the three alternative regimes. The expected value of the tax will depend not only on the expected appreciation of the asset but also on the volatility and path of prices. We can overcome this hurdle by simulating expected final wealth and taxes. 20 The simulations assume that the asset (or portfolio) returns in each tax year are normally distributed with mean δ and standard deviation σ., i.e.:
where p(t) is the price of the individual security and ε t is a white noise process with ε t ~ N(0, σ). For each series of draws from the Normal distribution, one for each tax year, we calculated final wealth and taxes to be paid under the different types of "equalizer." The average values over two thousand simulations were used to calculate expected gross, u, and net-of-tax returns, v. The expected effective tax rate (EETR) was computed as:
The results of the simulations are reported in Table 5 . Part A contains the simulated EETR for a five year holding period under the assumption that the mean return is equal to the risk free interest rate.
If gains and losses were treated symmetrically, the equaliser applied to 19 It is interesting to note that the accumulation of tax credits could lead to the insolvency of a mutual fund if redemptions were excessive. Presumably tax credits could not be used to pay out investors requesting the redemption of their units in the fund. 20 Mintz and Smart (2002) have recently applied a similar approach to evaluate the effect of non refundability of losses on taxable equities.
securities traded on regulated exchange would be equivalent to the Vickrey method and the EETR equal to the statutory rate (12.5 percent). The absence of loss capitalization raises the EETR above the statutory rate. The difference, ranging from a minimum of 0.02 to a maximum of 1.53 basis points, is directly related to the asset's price volatility and inversely related to its expected return. The second column shows that EETRs are lower in the regimes that apply to securities not traded on regulated exchange. The difference from the statutory rate ranges from 0.04 to 0.78 basis points. This shows that the method used to average the gain among periods partially compensates for the asymmetric treatment of losses. Finally, the simulations demonstrate that foreign mutual funds are discriminated against especially when volatility is high. EETRs are 1.34 and 23.27 basis points higher than the statutory rate respectively in the best and worst scenarios. Part B of Table 5 report the values for the simulated EETRs under the assumption that the risk free interest rate is equal to 0.02. The data show the effect of the various adjustment methods on the distribution of the EETR across assets with different mean returns. The EETRs are not affected by the value of the risk free interest rate in the case of the foreign mutual funds as the value of the risk free interest rate does not enter the calculation of the tax. As to the remaining "equalizer" method, all favor assets with higher returns.
Estimates for a holding period of ten years are displayed in Table 6 . By increasing the holding period, the EETRs have a tendency to rise marginally, since the likelihood of incurring a (non-capitalized) loss is higher. This in turn increases the bias against assets with lower returns.
It is well known that in general the EETRs are neither a correct measure of the tax burden on risky assets nor a reliable guide for evaluating distortions to portfolio choice due to taxation. However, the comparison between statutory and expected effective tax rates allows two conclusions. First, on an ex-post basis foreign mutual funds appear to be discriminated owing to the particular form of "equalizer" applied to their income. Italian investors would pay lower taxes by investing in domestic mutual funds with similar portfolios. Second, the small differences between statutory and expected effective tax rates on securities, reported in Tables  5 and 6 , suggest that the effects of the "equalizer" on inter-asset allocation have been minimal on an ex-post basis. For this reason we have forsaken any further attempt to reach more definitive answers, regarding the evaluation of the impact of taxes on the risk characteristics of assets.
Trading Activity and the Introduction of the "Equalizer"
The "equalizer" was introduced with nearly a two-year delay. Although the 1997 Tax Law introduced the "equalizer," it deferred the practicalities to subsequent legislation. Hence, when effectively introduced on January 1, 2001 the "equalizer" was applied retroactively to gains realised after this date but which had already accrued from July 1, 1998.
While the equalizer should not in general give rise to significant tax timing behavior, its announcement may have led to "abnormal" trading prior to the end of 2000. In order to avoid paying the difference between the equalizer and the realized capital gains tax that had accrued from July 1, 1998, investors had an incentive to realize their gains and purchase the same securities to create a new basis.
We tested this hypothesis using daily data on share prices and trading volumes of companies listed on the Italian Stock Exchange in the period from July 1, 1998 to December 31, 2000. "Abnormal" trading volume was obtained by regressing the volume of trading in individual securities on the overall trading volume of the market. 21 The sum of the residuals for the month of December 2000, divided by the average volume of trading during the month, was taken to be the standardized "abnormal" volume for each company. In order to determine whether the equalizer affected end year trading volumes, we regressed the standardized "abnormal" volume on EQU, a variable measuring the percentage increase in taxable income resulting from the "equalizer." EQU is defined as the ratio of "equalized" tax liabilities to ordinary realization based taxes for a holding period beginning July 1, 1998 and ending on December 31, 2000. This ratio takes a value of 1 only if capital losses were accrued in both 1998 and 1999. If accrued gains were positive in either (or both) of these years and the sum of the net gains was positive the variable takes a value in excess of 1 indicating that there would have been an incentive to realize the gains before end-2000. However, if accrued gains were positive in either of these two years but the sum of the net gains was negative investors would still have an incentive to realize gains before end-2000 but the indicator would take a value less than 1. Under these circumstances we have utilized the reciprocal of the indicator variable in order to capture the percentage reduction in deductible losses resulting from the "equalizer."
The test was performed on a subsample containing data on shares with EQU greater than one. Over this subsample, with 137 observations, EQU ranges from a minimum of 1.0003 to a maximum of 10.87 with a mean value of 1.20 and standard deviation of 1.09. Standardized "abnormal" trade in December 2000 has a mean value of -3.40, between minimum of -59.24, and a maximum of 0.89, with a standard deviation of 7.56. Table 7 reports the results of the OLS estimates. There seems to be some evidence that "abnormal" trading activity at end-2000 is related to the introduction of the "equalizer": the coefficient of EQU has the expected sign and is weakly significant. We ran two additional regressions: one limited to 102 companies that recorded "equalized" taxes in excess of taxes under a simple realization regime and another restricted to 35 companies that had recorded a reduction in deductible losses. The coefficient is positive and strongly significant in the first case and is not statistically different from zero in the second. These results are consistent with the asymmetric tax treatment of capital gains and When a share has appreciated in the period beginning July 1, 1998 and ending on December 31, 2000, the variable EQU measures the percentage increase in taxable income resulting from the "equalizer." It is defined as the ratio of the "equalized" tax liabilities to ordinary realization based taxes. When the share price has fallen in the same period EQU measures the reduction in deductible losses resulting from the "equalizer." In this case it is defined as the reciprocal of the ratio of the "equalized" tax liabilities to ordinary realization based taxes. When EQU is greater than one, investors have an incentive to realize their gains or losses and purchase the same security to create a new basis. losses. When the security had appreciated the wash sale reduced the investor tax liabilities with certainty. In contrast, if the investor realizes a capital loss to prevent a decrease in deductible losses, the investor's tax liabilities decreased only if losses could be compensated with realised gains on other assets.
EQU
In order to test whether these results were spurious we tested whether the indicator variable explained abnormal trading volumes in December 1999. The results were mixed. When the regression was run over the entire sample of companies, the coefficient of EQU was positive and strongly significant. This result supports the conclusion of a spurious correlation between "abnormal" trade at end December 2000 and the indicator variable. However, by splitting the sample between appreciated and depreciated shares, it turns out that the coefficient is weakly significant (at 5.6 percent probability level) in the first case and strongly significant in the second. These results suggest that our findings may be in part fortuitous.
THE ITALIAN COMPREHENSIVE INCOME TAX IN PRACTICE Compliance Costs of Implementing the Tax Reform
As we have already mentioned, banks and other financial intermediaries have always played a pivotal role in administering the system of withholding taxes. However, the last five years have witnessed a broadening of their obligations. Financial intermediaries, in their capacity as paying agents, became responsible for levying withholding taxes on government and (most) corporate bonds, which until then had been collected directly from issuers. The reform itself necessitated that financial intermediaries take direct responsibility for running accruals taxation and calculating tax liabilities under the "administered account" system.
The trend towards transferring compliance costs onto intermediaries is not uncommon. It is associated with the centralization of custody arrangements and the increasing role of banks as paying agents in securities transactions. However, the actual administrative burden borne by Italian financial intermediaries and their legal liability is probably higher than elsewhere and considered a positive feature of the tax system. 22 Indeed, lowering compliance costs for individual taxpayers was viewed as an objective of the reform and, at the same time, was aimed at gaining widespread acceptance for the changeover (Ciocca, 1998) .
The withholding of taxes by banks and other financial intermediaries in Italy is highly automated and exhibits considerable economies of scale. Alworth and Violi (1998) estimate the overall compliance costs-including the filing costs for corporate tax-amounted annually to about 210 million or only 1 percent of banks' operating costs prior to the reform. 23 The bulk of these costs (over 75 percent) are related to its agency role on behalf of the tax authorities. 24 22 Typically in other countries the role of financial intermediaries is to collect data for foreign tax authorities as withholding agents. Recent changes in the U.S. practices regarding withholding taxes on non-residents (Form W-8 and applications to become a qualified intermediary) provide a good example of these procedures. The EU proposal on withholding taxes on interest income and exchange of information would also expand the role of financial intermediaries in the administration of taxes on capital income. 23 This is a relatively small number if compared to the compliance costs for filing personal income taxes on capital income in most countries (Blumenthal and Slemrod, 1992) . 24 Banks indicated that operating as a withholding agent was the most burdensome compliance cost since it was not explicitly remunerated. Taxpayers (individuals and corporate entities) can use bank branches to pay all taxes (checks are not accepted by the tax authorities). While there is an explicit charge for this service, banks can offset part of this burden by benefiting from the lag between the time of withholding and the actual payment of tax. ABI (the Italian Bankers Association) has argued that the role of banks as withholding agents for the tax authorities should be remunerated and subject to an explicit contract since these implicit revenues vary according to the interest rate cycle and are extremely different across banks.
Unfortunately, no independent study has been carried out after the Reform but it is clear that the introduction of accruals taxation and the "equalizer" has involved a considerable upgrading of systems and greater maintenance of databases particularly in respect of less liquid and nonlisted securities (including foreign mutual funds). A small informal survey carried out by the authors across some large banks suggests that the burden of implementing this new system (information systems upgrading, etc.) can be estimated at roughly 200 million, a not insignificant amount considering that parts of the tax have now been repealed.
The Demise of the "Equalizer" and the Future of "Accruals Taxation
Shortly after the elections, on September 21, 2001 the new Italian Government approved a decree that inter alia abolished the "equalizer." The "equalizer" had actually already been suspended on August 4, 2001 (seven months after its introduction) following a judgement by a regional Administrative Tribunal (TAR of Lazio) awaiting appeal that had ruled in a case of constitutionality brought to the court by the national consumer association.
The considerable hostility encountered by the "equalizer" prior to its introduction resulted in a two-year delay in implementation. The delayed introduction of the new tax, a number of misperceptions regarding the functioning of the tax and the rapid build-up of strong "anti-equalizer" lobbies helped to erode any political support for a tax that was increasingly perceived to be inequitable, expensive, and inefficient.
Without discussing the merits of each argument presented-which often reflected the positions of rather narrow interest groups-it is useful to provide a brief summary of the various viewpoints against the "equalizer." Many have argued that the formulae for the "equalizer" were not very transparent for taxpayers (De Nicola, 2001 ) or in practice unnecessary-"why aim for perfection?" (Piazza, 2001) . In hindsight, the existence of three different types of calculation may have been an important factor triggering these criticisms. Opposition to the possibility that taxes might be payable even if realizations resulted in a loss was also voiced (Panzeri, 2002) . Furthermore, a minister of the current government (Prof. Marzano) and a number of tax lawyers argued that the "equalizer" was in breach of Article 53 of the Italian Constitution, which states that taxes should be based on "effective" or "real" ability to pay.
Criticisms of the reform have not been limited to the "equalizer." The current government appears to have been concerned with the "originality" of accruals taxation and the "equalizer."
25 The introductory document to the new proposed tax law argues that the equalizer and accruals taxation present a competitive disadvantage because Italy is the only country to have such a regime in the EU. For example, although foreign investors in Italian mutual funds would be rebated any taxes that have been accrued on the fund, income would not be capitalized gross of tax and moreover the rebating arrangement is quite cumbersome for financial intermediaries. Accruals taxation is also faulted with having been an extremely volatile source of revenues. As we have already seen, in rising markets accruals taxation has generated very sizable revenues, but the recent prolonged period of market decline has given rise to a record volume of tax credits. The most immediate effect of these credits has been to post- 25 The current government has also supported many of the changes introduced by the Visco Reforms of 1997-98.
In particular, it has indicated that it wishes to maintain the role of financial intermediaries as withholding agents. The Minister of the Economy is also on record as wishing to abolish the distinction between capital and other income and as seeking to introduce a single uniform rate of tax for capital income.
pone the changeover to a generalized regime of taxing capital gains on a realization basis that the current Minister of the Economy is on record as favoring. The accumulation of tax credits has also been a major concern for a number of mutual funds since in some instances such credits have exceeded 50 percent of assets. In these circumstances, if investors raise their redemptions beyond a certain level the mutual funds could become insolvent (Panzeri, 2002) . Abolition of the accrual regime on managed accounts has not encountered the same level of support as the ending of the "equalizer." Assogestioni (the Italian Mutual Fund Association) appears to back the government on the grounds that domestic Italian funds are discriminated, whereas ABI has argued that "accruals" taxation should be retained because it has "encountered wide acceptance amongst the public" and "banks have incurred substantial costs to implement the system." At the same time ABI has argued that "accruals" should not be considered the "tax" benchmark.
A "Comprehensive" Income Tax?
The Italian reform of 1998 is in many respects the most serious attempt to approximate a comprehensive income tax, albeit within a "dual income" framework. However, an overall assessment of its applicability elsewhere must take into account some specific Italian institutional features.
First and foremost, the regime was based on rates that are independent of the tax status of individual taxpayers. With the operating income concept and the retrospective capital gains tax, financial intermediaries tax each specific account without any reference to other sources of income. This means that an individual taxpayer may not always be able to offset fully gains on one account against losses on another. More significantly, progressive rates are not applicable to capital income and the concept of income is not fully comprehensive in the sense that labor income and capital income are not added together. Furthermore, potential issues of equity that might arise in respect of the timing of gains are non-existent with proportional tax rates. It should also be noted that valuation problems are sidestepped by concentrating on traded financial instruments for which purchase and sales prices can be easily determined.
Second, Italian tax rates on capital income are very low by international standards. It is not clear whether an accrual regime would have been acceptable if taxes had been significantly higher. Indeed, the opposition to the "equalizer" on the grounds that taxes may be levied even if gains have not been realized suggests a high sensitivity to the level of tax rates.
Third, the concept of "operating income" is not truly comprehensive: deductions for interest payments are limited, income from owner occupied housing is subject to a special regime and gains and losses on real estate are not considered under the income tax and no adjustment is allowed for inflation. 26 Finally, implementing the Italian system was most likely possible because compliance costs are borne almost fully by financial intermediaries and are relatively low because of the economies of scale associated with bulk processing. It is not clear whether intermediaries in other jurisdictions would be willing to shoulder this burden. 27 Reliance on financial intermediaries has also come at the cost of a "one 26 Given the short existence of the present regime, it is not clear whether these separate regimes may have resulted in resource allocation distortions. One may surmise that the current low rates of tax are not likely to have led to major distortions. 27 The Italian Banking Association is now arguing that the cost of upgrading banks' information systems to cope with further changes in the taxation of financial instruments should be borne by the government.
size fits all" approach. Transactions outside of broadly defined categories are in many instances tax discriminated. In particular, this applies to assets held in foreign bank accounts, collective investment vehicles not covered by EU directives, or financial instruments whose returns do not fit neatly into the scheme foreseen by the law (such as venture capital funds). Tax discrimination in this instance often tends to take the form of encouraging domestic over financial intermediation. Qualified or dominant shareholdings are another significant form of investment income that is tax discriminated for reasons that have no bearing with the "comprehensive income tax" concept.
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The Italian experience also provides some interesting lessons for the taxation of cross-border capital flows. The application of tax on accruals at source within individual accounts-particularly mutual funds-is not currently compatible with existing double tax treaty practices, which tend to distinguish between dividends and interest on the one hand and capital gains on the other. In other words, the 12.5 percent tax on accruals is not considered by the tax authorities of the country of residence of foreign investors in Italian mutual funds as a withholding tax on a source of income that can give rise to double taxation relief.
29
CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS
The Italian tax reforms have been very short-lived and it is difficult to draw many conclusions regarding the working of capital markets and the behavior of investors. The introduction of accruals based taxes was accompanied by a number of developments that contributed to very significant adjustments in portfolios.
Unfortunately even event studies do not appear to provide much information because the "equalizer" never actually came into effect. The conclusions one can draw from this experience must consequently be of a different type.
The Italian Tax Reform of 1998 is illustrative of the difficulties that any attempt to implement a close variant of the Haig-Simons concept of "comprehensive" income taxation has to face. The solution found by the Italian authorities combined several peculiar features of the tax system: (a) a "dual income tax" regime where income from capital and capital gains are taxed at proportional rates; (b) very low tax rates on income from capital and capital gains; (c) taxation upon accrual for managed accounts and retrospective capital gains taxation on individual accounts; (d) compliance costs borne largely by financial intermediaries.
At first sight, all these elements seem essential for the coherence of the overall construction and may limit the appeal of the "Italian model" of taxing capital income for other countries. Most of the drawbacks commonly imputed to accrual based taxation (such as liquidity problems that could force taxpayers to dispose the assets in order to pay tax) appear to have been of second order importance in the Italian context due to the low level of tax rates. These issues will arise more forcefully in a tax system where capital income is taxed at high and progressive tax rates. Furthermore, in such a framework it would be quite hard to defend limitations on the deductibility of capital losses from 28 Some may argue that the "ability to pay" concept should be interpreted in an extensive fashion as "power" over resources. "Accumulations of wealth confer valuable economic and social benefits to their owners even if the wealth is not consumed" (Aaron and Galper, 1985) . 29 Relief is typically available for withholding taxes on dividends and interests. This has led the Italian authorities to introduce a complex system of refunding tax for foreign investors.
other sources of income. This in turn would raise concerns on the effective yield of the tax. At the same time the Italian experience suggests that tax revenues (and especially tax credits) under an accrual regime can be very volatile and can give rise to serious problems particularly if accrual taxation is applied to the income of collective investment vehicles.
Retrospective capital gain taxation is the requisite complement to the accrual based taxation implemented on managed accounts. The demise of the "equalizer" is a warning signal that should be taken seriously: there exists a gap between the methods and concepts used by economists in analyzing issues like the "lockin" effect and the methods and concepts that can be used in the political and legal arena for upholding ex-post adjustments of realized income. Even the more sophisticated adjustments such as those put forward by Auerbach (1991) are not immune from political pressures and "ex-post" equity considerations. When accrual and retrospective capital gains taxation are both implemented, as in the Italian case, an individual that had invested in an asset yielding a below-normal return and taxed according to the Auerbach method could legitimately complain of being discriminated with respect to investors taxed on an accrual basis. As the ruling of the Italian tax tribunal regarding the constitutionality of the "equalizer" suggests, it is difficult to argue in the political arena that net-returns would have been the same as under the accrual system if portfolio allocations had been changed as would be dictated by rational behavior.
